Standard Perimeter Flood Barrier

MUSCLE WALL®

A rapidly-deployed, portable flood barrier engineered to withstand rushing or standing water.

Muscle Wall can replace thousands of sandbags all while being quick, easy, reusable, reliable, + customizable. It is engineered to withstand the immense force of rushing or standing water due to its patented toe design.
**STRONGER THAN STRONG**

Water pressure forces the toe downward anchoring the wall to the ground while containing + diverting water. Unlike sandbags, it is rapidly deployed, portable, + easily disassembled. Once sections + liner are in place, fill with water.

**Sizing Options**

- Muscle Wall Protecting Battery Park in New York City (Using Wrap Liner Option)

---

**Applications**

Flood Control | Containment | Stormwater Management | Road Crossings